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What’s New in the Cloud
ERI continues to add new features to its
cloud-based Assessor Series® in response
to customer requests.

In the Geographic

Assessor®, users can now import customized
salary levels to the Comparison List tables.
In the Salary Assessor®, importing data
to the Salary Planning sheet is now even
easier using the new and improved upload
module.

Whether you are importing a

list of departments, a pay grade table,
or an employee list, the upload module
streamlines the process and ensures that your data are successfully incorporated into the analysis.
Based on customer input and on-going research, ERI strives to add data for new job titles and locations each
quarter. The Geographic Assessor now has data for 10 locations in Australia, 13 in Norway, and 35 in Sweden,
while the Relocation Assessor® includes a total of 13 new areas in Australia, China, and the U.S. What’s more, ERI
recently added 48 new job titles in the Salary Assessor and 20 in the Occupational Assessor®.

Visit www.erieri.com/whatsnew to learn more about new features.
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Adding New Benchmark Jobs in ERI’s Compensation Survey Data
Reliable compensation benchmarks help you create pay systems that attract, hire, and engage top talent for critical
jobs in your organization. ERI continually adds new jobs to the Salary Assessor by integrating standardized job
descriptions into its compensation survey data collection process and analytics. In addition to current subscribers
submitting requests to include a new job, ERI conducts ongoing comprehensive analysis of global job boards
and labor statistics and monitors changes in occupational structures to expand the list of new jobs added to its
compensation analytics.
Reliable compensation benchmarks begin with standardized job descriptions. All ERI descriptions are created inhouse by a team of analysts. The goal is to accurately describe occupations in a manner that is consistent. These
descriptions are standardized based on job content data collected from many sources.

Visit www.erieri.com/blog to read the entire post.

Designing Cash Incentive Plans
Cash or short-term incentive plans (STIP) engage employees in the process of achieving business objectives,
reward desired behaviors, and help execute an organization’s long-term strategy. Organizations will generally
invest in technology and training to enable employees to perform their job responsibilities effectively. An
often missed opportunity is integrating cash incentive plans into the rewards and performance programs for
employees. Incentive plans, when properly aligned to business outcomes and rolled-out effectively, can be a
powerful tool that enable organizations to “do more with less” and achieve a greater return on investment (ROI)
in cash compensation programs.
If labor costs are a significant expense
for your company, a cash incentive
plan may be helpful to incentivize and
motivate employees, engaging them
in their jobs and business outcomes,
and allow you to better manage fixed
versus variable costs. Cash incentive
plans are intended to be self-funded,
with payments triggered only when
business goals exceeding current
baseline performance are achieved.
Visit www.erieri.com/whitepapers to access the full article.
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Pre-order Compensation Surveys Today
ERI Salary Surveys will release its collection of industry-specific and job function compensation surveys via a new
cloud application this August! These traditional compensation surveys will be available online, with the options
of exporting to a .PDF or Excel file. The survey application will be accessible from the Salary Surveys link on the
cloud-based Platform Library®.
Most surveys include over 100 benchmark
jobs

ranging

from

support

staff

to

executive positions and report the following
information for each position: annual salary,
incentive/variable pay, total direct annual
compensations, and job description.
As a reminder to participants, including
participating ERI Assessor Series subscribers,
if you haven’t already pre-ordered your
survey results, be sure to contact us via email
at survey.sales@erieri.com or by phone
at 877-210-6563 to purchase our 2016
compensation surveys at the discounted rate.
Visit www.erieri.com/salarysurveys to access a survey’s Executive Summary, a list of benchmark job titles surveyed,
the participant list, sample pages, or more information about the new online application.

2016 Health Care Benefits Survey
The 2016 Health Care Benefits Benchmarking Survey provides a timely and accurate measurement of health
care plan costs that can serve as a valuable reference when considering plan changes and cost-saving strategies.
The report features sections on general benefits practices, general features of medical coverage, and co-payment
requirements, as well as prescription drug plans, dental benefits, vision benefits, and more. Data are presented by
organization sector, industry group, organization size (number of employees), and geographic region.
The annual Health Care Benefits Benchmarking Survey assists employers in making competitive decisions
about their offerings. Participation for the ninth edition of the survey was solicited from U.S. employers in public
and private sectors, including both for-profit and nonprofit entities. The survey is available for $549 and may be
purchased online or by calling 877-210-6563.
Visit www.erieri.com/salarysurveys/healthcarebenefits for more information and a full participant list.
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Subscriber Webinars
All Assessor Products Training
July 26, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
September 20, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
Salary Assessor Training
July 14, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
August 12, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
September 9, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)

Public Webinars

These public webinars have been awarded 1.5 hours of
recertification credit by HRCI and SHRM and have been
approved by WorldatWork for recertification credit.
Basic Statistics for Compensation
July 12, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PDT)
Analyzing and Using Salary Survey Data
August 16, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PDT)

Executive Compensation Assessor Training
August 23, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)

Navigating FLSA Compliance
August 30, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PDT)

Geographic Assessor Training
August 4, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)
September 1, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM (PDT)

Designing Pay Structures
September 13, 2016 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PDT)

Relocation Assessor Training
July 28, 2016 – 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM (PDT)
August 25, 2016 – 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM (PDT)
September 22, 2016 – 8:00 AM - 9:00 AM (PDT)

Upcoming Trade Shows
WorldatWork Total Rewards Canadian Conference
September 14-16, 2016 — Toronto, ON
AICPA Forensic & Valuation Services Conference
November 6-8, 2016 — Nashville, TN

Visit www.erieri.com/webinars

Benchmarking Executive Jobs for Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
How an organization pays its executive management needs to be strategically aligned with short-term objectives
and the long-term goals of the business. The complexity of executive total rewards is due to the following factors:

• Stakeholders: There are many constituencies that have an interest or active role in determining executive
pay, namely the Board of Directors, shareholders, and the incumbent executive employee.

• Components: This may include base salary, performance-based and discretionary cash compensation, equity
awards delivered with stock options, restricted units, restricted stock awards, and performance equity awards.

• Competition: The executive talent pool of effective leaders, as well as experts in their business sectors, is
limited; top executives are coveted by other companies.
If you are benchmarking executive roles typically not included in annual filings, ERI’s Executive Compensation
Assessor® can help. At ERI, we have subscribers from small businesses with up to $1 million in revenue to
Fortune 10 global companies with over $20 billion in revenue. How can a small business with $1 million or less
in revenue use the same compensation benchmarking tool that an over $20 billion company uses? The answer
is compensation analytics. By applying times series regression analysis, a reasonable compensation benchmark
estimate is available based on criteria specific to the position: job content, revenue size, industry, and geography.

Visit www.erieri.com/blog to read the entire post.
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